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Raising meat chickens: Opportunity for backyard business 

Several years ago, Jennifer Parker dreamed that one day she might own a small farm 

business. A self-proclaimed foodie, she already payed attention to what she ate and tried to buy 

natural and organic products as much as possible.  

 But, she wanted to take the next step. 

 After a year of searching for a piece of land, she found a listing for 100 acres of beautiful 

pastures and woods tucked away in the Central Texas hills. Her dream quickly turned into 

reality. 

 Parker spent months cleaning up the property and slowly began to acquire animals. First, 

she started a flock of chickens, purchasing a variety of laying hens. Next came the horses, 

rabbits, and a pot-bellied pig. 

 Two years later, the farm boomed with life. But, the farm still had not turned a profit.  

 After some research, Parker found the perfect opportunity for beginner landowners 

wanting to make a profit – backyard meat chickens. 

 Many families already raise laying hens in their backyards as a way to get farm-fresh 

eggs. However, meat chickens are quickly becoming a popular backyard enterprise for families 

wanting to make extra money.  

Broilers, a golden opportunity 

 Meat chickens, colloquially called ‘broilers’ in the chicken community, are the most 

golden agricultural opportunity for the foreseeable future, according to Joel Salatin, owner of 

Polyface Farm and author of “You can Farm.”  



Broilers are a specific variety of chicken bred to produce a large amount of meat in a 

short period of time. According to Salatin, they make a quick cash turnaround, since it only takes 

8 weeks to raise a broiler from start to finish.  

According to Salatin, the whole project requires extremely low startup costs. Many 

people start with a small flock and a couple of pens in the middle of the city or in a garage. 

 Will Stevenson, agricultural enthusiast and backyard-chicken entrepreneur, said that 

raising backyard broilers is not as hard as it sounds.  

 “I first heard of raising backyard chickens for meat after reading Joel Salatin’s book, 

‘Pastured Poultry Profits’” Stevenson said. “I thought that farming was something that I could 

get in to.” 

 Christopher Jagge, owner of Jagge’s BCS Chicken, said that besides being easy to raise, 

many people are demanding meat from local farmers, too.  

 “I had no experience raising meat birds, but I saw how well they were selling,” Jagge 

said. “Lots of people are demanding it.”  

Getting started 

 The first thing to think about is space. Although there are different ways to raise broilers, 

access to a backyard or a small plot of land is necessary, Stevenson said. 

 “You can raise one hundred birds on half an acre,” Stevenson said. “The idea is that you 

move their coop once a day. As long as you have enough room to move their coop once a day 

without going over the same patch of grass, you are good to go.”  

 Jagge and Stevenson both use a similar bottomless design for their chicken coops.  

 “I might call it several things – a chicken tractor, a shelter, a mobile coop, bottomless,” 

Jagge said. “The whole point is that their shelter is bottomless, so I can move them to a fresh 



patch of grass, so they don’t sit on their own waste. You can’t have them free range for their own 

protection.”  

 Coops can even be built out of cheap and recycled materials, Stevenson said.  

“All of my chicken coops are built from scrap wood,” Stevenson said. “The key is to 

keep it light, because it is tough to move.” 

 Choosing the right chicken breed is also important, Jagge said. 

 “Chicken breeds have different problems, just like dog breeds,” Jagge said. “Cornish 

Crosses have leg problems, but they have the best feed conversion. They take the least amount of 

time to grow and have white flesh, which is what people want.”  

 It only takes 56 days to grow Cornish Cross broilers from start to finish, Jagge added.  

 “Broilers are easy to grow,” Jagge said. “They are tame and not dangerous. Knowing 

what you fed it and where your food comes from is awesome.”  

For sale 

 Though it might seem daunting, selling meat from broiler chickens is straightforward. 

 A local farmers market is an easy place to get started with selling broiler meat.  

 “I market my meat at the farmers market,” Jagge said. “The key is talking to people. I do 

a little bit on social media, too.” 

 However, certain legal barriers exist, Jagge said. It is important to do research and find 

out the laws specific to your state. 

 “Texas law prohibits butchering chickens on your own property if you are going to sell 

them,” Jagge said. “I have a food management license which is $50 a year. Since I use a state 

inspected slaughterhouse, I don’t need any additional licensing.”  

 Many people market their birds through word-of-mouth, too, Stevenson said. 



 “I just market my meat to family and friends through word-of-mouth,” Stevenson said. 

“Ideally, you sell the meat before you even order your chicks. Then you have the money up front 

and you don’t have to worry about selling them and keeping them frozen.” 

 The key to making a profit on broilers is including labor cost in the price of the chicken, 

Jagge said. 

 “I sell a whole chicken at $5.25, but that is just the cost of the bird and my labor,” Jagge 

said. “I make money when I sell the breast and tenders so that it pays for the whole chicken. That 

way, any other meat you sell from the chicken is just profit.”  

Make it happen 

 If families want to make extra income from their own backyards while enjoying the 

outdoors, then they should raise and sell broiler chickens.  

 Besides being highly consumable and low in initial startup costs, backyard-raised broiler 

chickens taste so much better than anything else that they just sell themselves, according to 

Salatin.  

 Even if all of the broilers do not sell, they are still a great way to save money on meat, 

Stevenson said.  

 “I sold some of it, but I kept a lot for myself,” Stevenson said. “I gave quite a bit away to 

my family and friends too, as gifts.”  

 Although it started as a way to make some extra money, raising broiler chickens became 

an enjoyable experience, Stevenson said.  

 “It is a very fulfilling and worthwhile activity,” Stevenson said. “I haven’t bought 

chicken from the grocery store in a year.” 

 


